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As sales of office products slow,
independents look for different
categories to grow sales. Coffee, snacks
and cleaning supplies are just a few of
the non-office products items that dealers
sell today to enable them to grow sales
and market share.
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EDITORIAL
One of my first issues as editor of INDEPENDENT
DEALER included a superb piece by industry
veteran Bill Cardone, now at vendor TOPS
Products, in which he spoke about the four
Cs that lay in the future for the IDC: Continuity,
Change, Consolidation and Collaboration.
I’m not sure that even Bill could have predicted
quite how right he was and the ways in which his
prognosis would play out, particularly the last
three. We’ve seen a fair bit of change—not least
our biggest wholesaler falling into the hands
of one of our biggest competitors. We’ve seen
continued consolidation in a number of dealer
mergers, an attempt to launch a single industry
week event and now three of the leading buying
groups collaborating and consolidating into a
single entity.
As our news story on page 10 says, the
newly configured ISG will bring together the
combined force of 900 dealers’ buying power in
a move that has been long in the planning and
which many saw as necessary and inevitable.
It is predicted that the merger will generate
great benefits for the IDC, hopefully combining
the best parts of all three groups and could
reduce costs by as much as $2 million a year
going forward.
It’s going to be very interesting to see how
things work out and the ways in which the
various sizes of dealership work together, but
I’m quite sure that a way will be found, as the
potential benefits are just too great. I can imagine
there will be quite a crowd at the forthcoming ISG
show in Indianapolis in November and no doubt
we’ll learn more there about the mechanisms
of the group going forward. That’s certainly
something to look forward to.
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Sixty years on, growth continues for
OPI in the Kansas heartland

In 1959 Melvin Vink was a farmer in Kansas when a friend asked him
to partner in a typewriter business. “Charlie Perry was the friend,”
explained Melvin’s son Kenny, who currently runs the dealership
along with his brothers Terry and Craig.
“They took dad and Charlie’s last names and called the company
Perry-Vink Office Machines,” he added. They opened for business in
Great Bend, Kansas.
Not long after, in 1964, Melvin bought out his partner. At that point the
name was changed—at first to Vink Office Products and then in 1969
to Great Bend Office Products. In the early 90s the name was changed
once again to Office Products, Inc. (OPI), which it remains today.
For the first decade or so growth was stable but unremarkable.
“Between 1963 and 1973 my brothers and I worked here cleaning
typewriters and making deliveries,” said Kenny. After Melvin had
open-heart surgery in 1973, Kenny quit school and started to work for
the dealership full time.
During the 80s growth surged. The office supplies business
expanded and furniture became more important. At the same time
the machine business expanded. The dealership developed a major
machine business built around its representation of Canon equipment.
By the early 90s expansion had accelerated. The machine division
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grew further and started to sell personal
computers. The dealership opened a
second retail store in Larned, Kansas, just
30 miles away.
Following further growth, a third retail
store was opened in Russell, Kansas, 50
miles away from Great Bend, in 2011. “We
bought a printing company, Lou’s Printing
here in town (Great Bend), and then when
a printer in Kinsley closed we bought most
of the equipment,” said Kenny.
Printing has grown to become a major
category at OPI. “We started off being
an office supply store and then grew to
an equipment store with copy machines
and computers,” said Craig. “Later
we expanded into printing, which has
become a big part of our business.”
Printing capabilities encompass photo
copying along with all sorts of four-color
printing such as banners, signs, canvas
art, truck wraps and similar offerings.
The printing business kept growing
and the dealership worked with a local
company on many larger jobs. When the

owner of that business retired in 2013, the
Vinks purchased the company—Golden
Belt Printing in Great Bend. “The old
equipment couldn’t keep up with the new
technology,” said Kenny. “We sell Canon
copy machines, so we put in all new
Canon digital printing equipment.”
Currently the business at OPI is oriented
on growth. The machine business has
its own sales force and a seven-person
service department. The machine
business accounts for roughly one-third
of OPI sales. Computers, computer
networking and service are major
offerings. The dealership sells Lenovo
computers but also builds its own. Another
third of the business is office supplies and
furniture, and the remaining sales volume
comes from printing
Growth comes from printing and
computers, networking and internet
security. “We’re not sitting still, we’re trying
to grow all the time,” said Kenny. “If we
had not moved into these other areas, then
business would have been flat.”
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Arkansas dealer
works to support
local school

Steve Pawloski, owner and
president of Arkansas Office
Products, Jacksonville,
Arkansas, reported that the
Titan Foundation, a 501-3C
established to support the
public schools, had a successful
golf outing on June 10. Steve is
treasurer of the organization.
“We had 82 players and it
really turned out well,” said
Steve. “We brought in almost
$10,000.” The foundation was
established so coaches didn’t
have to spend time fundraising.
The monies will support the
Jacksonville High School
football team as well as other
school system extra-curricular
activities.
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Bike event by Seattle dealer NuLeaf
raises money for African children
Kicking off the summer season, NuLeaf Office Solutions put on its third
annual Spoke to Ride event through NuHope Street, its own nonprofit
organization. What started out nine years ago as a 50-mile ride for bike
enthusiasts has turned into a 12-mile bike ride for entire families.
“We realized there was a family aspect to the event that seemed
to draw people,” said Kelly Cudworth, NuLeaf president and one of
the founders of NuHope Street. “So it went from a hard-core focused
50-mile bike event to a nice easy bike ride where families and kids can
come out.”
The most recent Spoke to Ride event was held in late June and
featured a family-friendly tour that took in picturesque country roads
and ended at a nearby farm. “Twelve miles is kind of challenging for
the kids but many can do it,” said Kelly. “Families that didn’t want to
ride could just come for the activities afterwards.”
Once everyone arrived at the venue there were carnival-like activities
such as bouncy houses, climbing walls, face painting, balloons, lawn
games and more. Capping off the day a complimentary barbeque was
offered with adult beverages on tap.
The event attracted 125 riders and close to 200 participants and
all the money raised went to orphanages and schools in Uganda
and the Congo.
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Virginia dealer R&R takes
Pennsylvania dealer One Point
employees on a Segway tour holds carnival for local school
Employee appreciation was the inspiration behind
the most recent Segway tour conducted by R&R
Office Solutions, Richmond, Virginia. “We try to do
something every month for our employees as a thank
you for working here,” said Crissy Harris, COO.
Fifteen R&R employees came out for the event. The
two-hour afternoon session began with a practice
run and before long the group and a tour guide were
riding through the streets.
The city landmark tour took in numerous interesting
sites. “The tour guide was very knowledgeable and
made the information fun,” said Crissy. She added
that the weather was perfect for the tour – sunny but
not too hot.

Bull Dog Day was developed
by One Point, Scranton,
Pennsylvania, to give back
to its neighborhood school.
John Adams Elementary, a
block-and-a-half from the
One Point offices, the school
mascot is a bull dog. One Point
employees met with the school
principal and asked what they
could do that would be beneficial
for the students.
“The idea of Bull Dog Day was to give students a carnival,” said
Molly MacDonald, marketing coordinator. Working with vendors
and other local organizations, One Point rounded up numerous
fun activities including two bouncy houses, face painting,
obstacle courses, cornholes, sand art, sports activity and a
juggler. A local bank supplied an ice cream truck for the day.
“Different classes came out at different times, and every
student got to go through every station,” said Molly. Bull Dog
Day was held just a few days before students finished their
school year. “It was a really fun day for the students and for us as
well,” she added.
John Adams Elementary is a diverse school where 28 different
languages are spoken and 97 percent of students are at the
poverty level. “Our owner really wanted to give back to the
local school and hopefully influence other businesses to get
involved,” said Molly.

Silver screen visits Connecticut dealer
When a former high school employee,
now a college student, asks you to
close your store to make a movie, what
do you do? Whitney Williams, owner of
Ridgefield Office Supply. Ridgefield,
Connecticut, didn’t hesitate for a minute
and gave permission.
“Nick Freeman had worked here
when he was in high school, and I have
known him for years,” said Whitney. As
a film student at New York University,
Freeman developed a movie, Help
Wanted, loosely based on his time
working for the dealership.
Nick’s boss was a gentleman named
Bill Bellion who managed the store
when Nick worked there. “It was a nice
JULY 2019

tribute to Bill who passed away last fall,”
said Whitney. “Nick wanted to thank
him for being such a great mentor.”
The story is a dark comedy about
an aging, office supply store clerk,
oppressed by his own boss who never
sets foot in the store. He’s constantly
spied on through security cameras and
micro-managed to the extreme. His life
is changed when he meets a strange
customer who introduces him to a new
form of therapy.
Filming took place over a weekend in
June when the store was closed from
Friday night to Sunday night. “There
was a team here of 20 people including
professional actors and they reworked
INDEPENDENT DEALER

the store,” said Whitney.
“I have wanted to make this film
since I was in high school,” said Nick.
“I worked here for four unforgettable
years and this film is a tribute to my
experience and the store itself.”
Later this year, the film will receive an
initial screening in Pleasantville, New
York and then “Help Wanted” will be
submitted to film festivals.
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SECRETS of success
Arctic Office Products, Anchorage, Alaska
When next-day delivery isn’t available
from your wholesaler what do you
do? If you’re Arctic Office Products,
Anchorage, Alaska, you build up your
own inventory so at least your own
customers are always guaranteed
next-day delivery.
“We carry everything from networked
color copiers to systems furniture and
supplies,” says Mari Wood, senior
vice president. In addition to the main
office and 25,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in Anchorage, the dealership also
maintains a small warehouse with
a sales rep in Kenai and an office
in Fairbanks with three sales reps.
Anchorage functions as the distribution
center for those locations.
Until this year, oil prices had been
down for some time, which impacted
the marketplace. “When oil prices are
down here in Alaska we tend to be a
little repressed,” says Wood. “That’s
because the oil companies—and
we have all of them up here—are not
buying as much.”
During the most recent soft market,
Arctic Office emphasized sales in
other categories, primarily janitorial
and breakroom. Sales remained flat
but market share increased, largely at
the expense of its big box competitors.
Last December, Arctic won the
business from an oil transportation
company that had been buying from
Staples. “They are shocked that they
can actually talk to people and that we
help them find ways to buy the best
products,” says Wood. This year, with
oil prices increasing, business has
started to pick up.
At any given time the dealership
has almost $2 million in inventory
spread out over 4,500 items. Resupply
times from the wholesaler, even with
a distribution center in Seattle, can
take as long as ten days. By necessity
70 percent of inventory is purchased
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direct. Those direct purchases can
take three or four weeks to arrive. Every
product passes through Seattle on its
way to Anchorage and from Seattle it
takes a week by barge to reach Alaska.
Geography demands a different
business model at Arctic than most
dealers would work to. “We have to
forecast what our sales are going to
be on a direct basis almost a month in
advance,” says Wood. “My flyers are
planned three months in advance so
we can get sale items on time and at
the best prices.”
Competition has to deal with the
same resupply challenges. When
customers purchase online from a big
box supplier, they wait up to two weeks
for delivery. “When they place the
order, they are told the item is in stock,”
says Michael Richardson, sales and
marketing manager. That just means
it’s in stock at the nearest distribution
center, which is in Seattle. “The big
chains don’t stock a lot of product in
Alaska and customers don’t like to wait
two weeks for everything,” he adds.
Even Amazon orders take up to two
weeks to arrive.
Arctic has many long-term
employees who understand all the
complexities of doing business
in Alaska. Big box competition
doesn’t understand that
distinction. “People in Prudhoe
Bay have called Staples and
been told their order would arrive
by truck the next morning,” says
Wood. “There is no truck that
goes there in the morning.”
Richardson describes how
one of his current missions is to
take market share from the big
box chains. He lets potential
customers know a higher level
of service, including next-day
delivery, is available from
Arctic. “Our competitors have
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Key management team
members: William Borchardt,
president & owner; Mari Wood/
Supplies; Lori McVay/Copiers and
Rudy Borchardt/Furniture
Products carried: Furniture,
Copiers/Printers, Supplies,
Breakroom/Janitorial
Year founded: 1946
No of Employees: 86
Key business partners:
TriMega, Canon, HP, HON,
Domtar, Humanscale and
SP Richards
% of total sales generated
online: 46%
no relationship with the customer
anymore,” he says. They want
everybody to talk to a call center and
do all their business online. “People
like to have the human touch, and that
is something we can offer,” he adds.
Buying group consolidation is the
current industry activity that Wood
believes will have the biggest impact
on independents. Arctic was an early
TriMega member and Wood has
pushed for the consolidation. “The
merger will generate economies of
scale that are going to make things
more profitable for all dealers,” says
Wood. “As independents we need to
buy the best we can and this is going
to help.”
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

Dealer groups complete merger
As expected, the merger of three of the
industry’s leading dealer groups has
been completed.
Having announced their intent to
come together in January and following
several months of negotiations
Independent Suppliers Group, Pinnacle
Affiliates and TriMega Purchasing
Association joined forces on July 1.
The combined company continues
the Independent Suppliers Group
name and is based in the former
TriMega offices in Rosemont on the
outskirts of Chicago.
The new group consists of
approximately 530 shareholders and
includes around 900 dealerships in
total, including affiliates.
As reported last month the former
TriMega president Mike Maggio has
been named as CEO and former ISG

CEO Mike Gentile will move to the
Chicago area and take up the role
of president.
While the officers of the company
were to be confirmed on Wednesday
July 17 (shortly after INDEPENDENT
DEALER went to press) at the
group’s first board meeting, some
staff positions have already been
announced. Jeff Matthews is CFO,
Tom Hoffmann is VP of purchasing
and Gene Rigitano VP of finance, all
three having occupied the same post
at their previous groups (ISG, TriMega
and TriMega respectively). Meanwhile,
former ISG COO Charles Forman has
been appointed EVP of sales and
marketing.
The board of directors of ISG is
initially comprised of 13 members,
five from TriMega and four each

from Pinnacle and the previous ISG
entity. The board members are: Ian
Wist, George Wood, Thomas Jordan,
Gary Ables, Yancey Jones Sr, Dave
Guernsey, Bruce Eaton, Kevin Johnson,
John Leighton, Tonya Horn, Jordan
Kudler, Brian Kerr and Tim Triplett.
All eyes will now be firmly fixed on the
newly formed group’s first get together.
The event, Prevail 2019, will take place
at the Westin Hotel in Indianapolis on
November 3-5.

Further tariff increase on hold as additional costs passed on
While it appears that the latest
threatened tariff increase may be on hold
following the meeting between President
Trump and his Chinese counterpart, Xi
Jinping, at the G20 meeting in Japan
at the end of last month, a number of
businesses are starting to feel the effect
of the current import cost hikes.
Despite the president’s claims on
Twitter that the tariffs are being paid
by China, there is little doubt that the
cost is being passed down the supply
chain, with both the dealer groups
and wholesalers admitting that a large
number of affected suppliers are
increasing their prices to mitigate.
Figures released by S.P. Richards’
furniture division suggest that the
JULY 2019

majority of its vendors have upped the
cost of their products. The first wave
of cost increases bumped costs up
between 1-10%, with the average
increase close to 7%, while the second
round of tariffs saw an average price
increase of 12%.
Office furniture manufacturers HON
and Lesro are among the vendors
who have announced increases in the
last month and a number of others are
revealing that increases were inevitable,
even on products manufactured in the
U.S. as many of the raw materials are
still imported.
“We fully support President Trump
holding China accountable for their
many unfair trade practices,” said Mike
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Tucker, president of the Independent
Office Products & Furniture Dealers
Association (IOPFDA). “However,
tariffs are not paid by China. They are
taxes paid by American families and
businesses. Placing an additional tax
on hard-working Americans in the office
products industry could put thousands
of jobs at risk.”
The efficacy of the tariffs has also
been called into question as, despite a
slowdown in the growth of the Chinese
economy Q2, and the country’s exports
the U.S. falling by 8.2% in the last three
months, U.S. exports to China are also
falling and data suggests that the trade
deficit with China actually grew in the
month of June.
PAGE 10
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GSA issues draft
solicitation for
e-commerce platforms

The General Services Administration (GSA) has
published a draft request for proposal (RFP) for
the initial proof of concept phase of its commercial
e-commerce platforms initiative.
The document defines the U.S. government’s
requirements for commercial e-marketplace platforms
that can provide B2B delivery and process orders
made by various federal entities—using a government
purchase card (GPC)—for commercially available
off-the-shelf items.
GSA said the goal of the proof of concept “is to start
small, test and refine”, focusing on the open market
spend that occurs outside of existing contracts. It is
estimated that these open market purchases using a
GPC represent a $6 billion market, while off-contract
spending on e-commerce portals was already put at
$260 million in the 12 months ending September 2018.
GSA said it is committed to issuing multiple awards
for the proof of concept and confirmed that the
program is open to marketplace providers that both
sell first-party products on the platform alongside
third-party resellers and those that operate a purely
third-party model.
The draft solicitation will be open for public comment
and feedback until August 1, after which a final RFP will
be issued. GSA hopes to make awards before the end
of this calendar year and begin the proof of concept
phase in 2020.

Ex-Essendant exec Tom
Costello joins Highlands
Sales and marketing services
agency Highlands has
appointed Tom Costello as
territory sales manager covering
the New England market.
Costello’s appointment
comes after a distinguished
30-plus-year career at United
Stationers and then Essendant,
where he spent the past 18 years
as director of key accounts in the
northeast of the U.S.
“Tom’s experience and rich
history in working with the market movers in the East make him an
ideal addition to the Highlands team,” said Chris Merkel, district
manager, east region, at Highlands. “He will play a key role in
providing high-quality solutions and support for our customers
and vendor partners.”

Did you miss out on the
Back-To-School supply list business
in your area?

Contact us to find out how
FriendsOffice in Ohio and
Tierney’s in KC generated over
$120,000 in sales this season!
A turnkey software program for Dealers to create
Pre-packed School Supply Kits for Elementary School Students

JKILIES@CLASSKIT.COM

866-723-6574
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Northern Calif. golfers raise nearly $160,000 for City of Hope
The 10th annual Northern California
(NorCal) City of Hope Golf Benefit was
another success this year, raising a total
of $159,000 and bringing the event’s
ten-year total to over $1.5 million.
The event began ten years ago
when former Spirit of Life honoree
David Williamson suggested that the
independent dealer channel and the
manufacturer’s rep groups wanted to
donate in a significant way.
Vanguard Sales Group and The Office
City volunteered to raise money and
awareness for the City of Hope by way
of a golf tournament. For the first several
years the tournament was located at the
Peninsula Golf and Country Club but
has now moved to the Olympic Club,
host to several U.S. Opens.
“The NorCal event is a labor of love
focused on raising funds for the fight
against cancer at the City of Hope. We
were honored to have our 2019 Spirit
of Life honoree, 3M’s Brad Graves,
in attendance, along with two former
honorees in Joe Templet of Essendant
and David Williamson, retired from
MeadWestvaco,” said Nick Aronis
of Vanguard Sales Group, one of the
event’s organizers.

“This year, we had 17 independent
dealers, Staples, Office Depot and
four rep groups attend the event on
June 23 and 24. We also had over 20
manufacturers in attendance, many
of which are sponsors of the event.
The spirit over the two days requires
all attendees to put their business
competition aside for the sole purpose
of raising valuable funds to fight
against cancer.

“We owe a debt of gratitude to all
our sponsors and those who donated
valuable auction items. Essendant
once again was a Platinum Sponsor,
with S.P. Richards, HP, Avery, 3M,
Smead, BIC, Harbinger National,
GOJO, Pilot Pen, Greenwood Office
Outfitters, TriMega, Georgia Pacific,
Newell and TOPS Products all
supporting the cause. We will beat
cancer,” concluded Aronis.

Right to left: Spirit of Life Honoree 3M’s Brad Graves, Andy Ishii from City of Hope, Dick and
Ginny Dodge of The Office City, City of Hope speaker Dianne Callahan, Vanguard’s Nick Aronis,
Jerry Carroll and Bill Jones from The Office City and Cathleen Tighe, City of Hope.
Massachusetts-based office furniture and
seating manufacturer AIS celebrated its
30th anniversary with a birthday party in its
expanded showroom at The Merchandise
Mart (theMART) during NeoCon. The “Hats
off to AIS” birthday party on June 10 was
attended by hundreds of guests who enjoyed
birthday cake, cocktails, appetizers and the
live entertainment of Chicago Dueling Pianos.
Here are (from left) Arthur Maxwell, chairman;
Dave Bolduc, senior vice president and Bruce
Platzman, president and CEO, toasting to the
company’s success.
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Everything sounds better in Italiano. And everything looks better when created by an Italian. Enzo Ferrari
built breathtaking cars. Giorgio Armani fashioned classic tuxedos. And renowned furniture designer
Giancarlo Piretti devised PS Furniture’s exclusive new product line: the NIMA™ chair.
WIth NIMA™, Giancarlo Piretti has achieved an exquisite blend of engineering and elegance.
His patented articulating back mechanism assures just the right amount of flex. And his commitment
to creative minimalism has resulted in a line of chairs that are as arresting to look at as they are
comfortable to sit in.
Experience Giancarlo’s most recent triumph and siediti* for yourself.
INTRODUCING NIMA™
Designed by

Giancarlo Piretti
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AOPD adds dealer member

New ergonomic chair
from BOSS at ABC

Michigan-based dealer LB Office has joined the AOPD
business supplies network.
Headquartered in Madison Heights, Michigan, LB Office
is a family-owned company that has been part of the Detroit
business community since 1963.
“Jon Beck [LB CEO] and his VP of sales Steve Conway
have made some major moves to up their game with larger
accounts,” said AOPD executive director Mark Leazer. “They
view membership in AOPD and use of its programs as keys for
them to win business from their big-box competitors. We like
their enthusiasm and are anxious to get them trained to go out
and do just that!”

BOSS Office Products will be introducing a new
ergonomic chair at the S.P. Richards ABC show
in San Diego next month. The chair comes with
an oversized tractor seat with pan, height, tilt,
forward adjustments with a mesh back and seat
slider. The chair debuted
last month at the NeoCon
show in Chicago. “It was
our most popular product
with the dealers
that ventured
into our booth
at NeoCon,”
said Michael
Pritchard, vice
president,
western region,
for BOSS.
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S.P. Richards provides Advantage Program
members access to affordable healthcare
with a National Association Health Plan
Wholesaler S.P. Richards Company has announced the availability of an
Association Health Plan (AHP) exclusively for its Advantage member dealers
and distributors.
“At S.P. Richards, we understand that recruiting and retaining great employees
is a tremendous challenge for our customers,” said Sandra Williams, director of
dealer training and development for S.P. Richards. ”Their ability to offer access
to affordable healthcare through an independent AHP addresses this challenge
and is a significant competitive advantage for our Advantage members.”
The AHP is provided by Program Benefit Services and sponsored and
managed by an independent association. HR services organization Decisely
will administer the plan, providing Advantage program members with access to
ACA-compliant medical plans, as well as dental and vision coverage and more.
Early estimates of employee savings are as much as $500 per month per
employee versus current small group plans—an instant pay raise that employees
can use to pay off student loans, cover vacations or invest for retirement.
“We are thrilled to be working with S.P. Richards and Decisely to provide
Advantage program members and employees the high-quality benefits and HR
services they deserve,” said Jack Calabrese of Program Benefit Services.

C-Line celebrates 70th anniversary
with a new look and logo
Illinois-based developer and
manufacturer of plastic storage
and organization items C-Line
is commemorating 70 years in
business with a new logo and new
tagline, Inspiring Organization Since 1949.
C-Line was founded in 1949 as the Chicago Desk Pad Company by Elmer
Krumwiede, the grandfather of current president and CEO Jim Krumwiede. The
1950s saw acquisitions and expansion into the manufacture of sheet protectors,
shop ticket holders and other plastic products, as well as a move to a new
facility in Harwood Heights, Illinois.
In 1966, the Chicago Desk Pad Company became C-Line Products, Inc. “We
experienced tremendous growth during the 60s and 70s,” said Jim Krumwiede,
who joined the company in 1984. “We expanded our warehousing and
manufacturing capabilities and continued to add new items.” That expansion
included a new corporate office in Des Plaines.
In 2014, Jennifer Krach became the fouth generation to contribute to the
growth and expansion of the company. Under her direction, C-Line continued
to expand and grow its product line to include even more choices. “We will
be introducing a new look and new packaging for many of our products this
year along with our new corporate logo,” said Krach, vice president of sales.
“We at C-Line are so proud to have ‘inspired organization since 1949’—what a
tremendous accomplishment! Seventy years and still going strong!” she added.
MAY 2019
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Victor adds triple
monitor model to
standing desk line

Victor Technology has introduced
a new electric standing desk to its
collection. The DC475 supports
three monitors up to 23” wide and
up to 12.5 lb each, making it easier
to accommodate workers with
multi-screen configurations. Eliminating
the need to replace existing furniture,
the unit can be placed on top of an
existing desk or table with no clamping,
mounting, bolting or attachments of
any kind required.
The 28” wide by 23” deep surface
can be raised up to 20” above the
desktop for ergonomic placement
of monitor, keyboard, mouse,
telephone and papers while standing,
accommodating users up to 6’4” tall.
The DC475 features Easy Touch
Technology which makes the operation
of a powerful electric motor quick and
simple. Other features include a safety
sensor that stops the movement of
the work surface when obstacles are
detected underneath it. Alternatively,
the desk can hold two large monitors
up to 34” wide and 19 lbs each.
Victor will drop ship any quantity of
the DC475, or any other Victor standing
desk, to any address in the contiguous
48 states at no extra charge. For
more information on Victor’s standing
desks, visit www.victortech.com/
standing-desks or call 1-800-628-2420.
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HAT Contract introduces
next-generation adjustable
monitor arm

Mounting and open space product manufacturer HAT
Contract has introduced Ella, an adjustable monitor arm
specifically designed and engineered to support the next
generation of office design and workplace tasking.
Research conducted by HAT Contract indicates that the
majority of North American workers who use monitors for
their computer tasks will require a larger-sized monitor in
coming years.
These larger and heavier monitors will offer the higher
resolution, greater color accuracy and other features needed
for performing tasks associated with the digital economy.
They will also meet the expectations for the next generation
of workers who desire a monitor screen with hi-res display,
sharing and multi-tasking capabilities.
“Ella is specifically designed to accommodate the entry
of larger monitors into the marketplace and immediately
gives designers, specifiers and end-users a product that
effectively meets these next-generation needs,” said HAT

Contract designer Pete Carrasquillo. “Based on extensive
human-centered research, it offers a timeless aesthetic,
unlimited customization options and a simple, fluid
functionality that fosters greater ergonomics.”
Ella is also distinguished by its highly engineered vertical
column where the monitor is easily attached and placed
directly behind the monitor, providing superior strength
and mobility.
A user-friendly handle is located at the bottom of the
column where, with one finger, users squeezing the
handle’s trigger can effortlessly move the monitor up or
down to their desired height in a range of 11.5” and front to
back of 24.4”. When releasing the handle, a hidden brake
locks the monitor in position.
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BRING YOUR HOME TO WORK.
BRING YOUR HOME TO WORK
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It’s like working from home, while still at the office. Revel in the best
of both worlds with the modern design of Mirella™ Casegoods.
The Mirella Collection features a contemporary design that
provides a residential look to balance functional and aesthetic
needs with innovative design elements that define any space.
Come see Mirella in booth #816 at the S.P. Richards ABC Show!
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NOPA News

Small business moves
one step closer to leveling
the playing field against
powerhouse Amazon
By Paul Miller

For the past three years NOPA has been aggressively
pursuing the opportunities created through the FY’17
National Defense Reauthorization bill, which aims to put in
place a new online marketplace for the federal government.
You may recall early on NOPA opposed this legislation and
for good reason. In its original form, the legislation looked
like an opportunity written directly for Amazon by Amazon.
After pressure from NOPA and other industry groups,
Congress agreed to significant changes.
These changes pushed us from strongly opposed to
cautiously optimistic about what this new marketplace meant
for the government and small businesses. Since that time,
NOPA has met with the General Services Administration
(GSA) multiple times to discuss our concerns and share our
ideas for strengthening the online marketplace proposal.
These have been very positive meetings and we believe
that our marketplace solution can compete against anyone,
including Amazon, if the deck isn’t stacked against us.
Our platform is already being used both by commercial
and government users. Our platform is the only platform
we’re aware of that meets all the requirements of the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (FAR), as well as the strict blocking
and subbing requirements of the AbilityOne program.
Our motto has been, Why reinvent the wheel when
you have a proven platform already in use? Why make
exceptions for Amazon, who doesn’t currently have these
features available on their platform? Why not go with a
platform provider who is simply that and not one that has
a vested interest in both being a platform provider and a
reseller, which gives them access to all the sensitive data of
every other reseller on this platform?
Today, I’d like to report that NOPA has taken a step in the
right direction with help of Representative Veronica Escobar
(D-TX), who met with several of her constituents here in
Washington during our March fly-in day to discuss this issue
and its direct impacts on small businesses and our industry.
Thanks to this meeting and the strong commitment Rep.
Escobar has for small businesses, we were able to add
JULY 2019

language to the FY’20 National Defense Reauthorization bill
that requires GSA to include all three online marketplace
platform models in its pilot and not just a single one which
looked to be designed to give Amazon a clear leg up on the
rest of us offering marketplace platform solutions.
This is still a far cry from complete success—we have just
cleared the first hurdle—but I can tell you the language was
agreed in a bi-partisan way and we hope the U.S. Senate
will now follow suit and allow this language to become the
law of the land going forward.
This is not where the work ends however. As appreciative
as NOPA has been of GSA taking the time to meet and
discuss this issue with industry, we still have concerns
that need to be addressed. Last month we took a first step
towards ensuring that small businesses will compete on a
level playing field when the federal government moves its
purchasing to the new online marketplace.
We continue to urge GSA to implement restrictions
prohibiting any platform provider from also being a reseller
on these platforms. We are urging GSA and Congress to
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require that any platform provider be a neutral third party.
NOPA believes GSA should be safeguarding resellers from
misuse of their data in an effort to put them out of business.
NOPA believes GSA should prohibit any platform provider
from also profiting from controlling these platforms.
Finally, NOPA is watching very closely as GSA continues
to push Congress for the authorization to increase the
micro-purchase threshold from $10,000 to $25,000. This
raises red flags for NOPA as it appears to be a quick and
easy way to bypass small businesses. It also is another
loophole that could produce lots of counterfeit products
being sold into the government market, which not only
wastes taxpayer dollars but also locks out small businesses
selling legitimate products.
NOPA has also been hard at work building a stakeholder
coalition to help us address concerns we all share with this
process and the future of the platforms. If you’d like to be
part of the coalition, simply e-mail Paul Miller at pmiller@
mwcapitol.com. Be sure to put in the subject line “Section
846 Coalition.”

As you can see, we have a full plate of complex issues. Don’t
let that scare you off. With your voice we can and will be heard.
Together we will keep chipping away at the process until
the playing field is level and our industry is heard. We need
Congress to hear us and our concerns. So, when your
association asks you, your fellow dealers and all of your
industry partners to write to Congress urging support of
NOPA’s concerns, please respond to the call.
We can be a productive voice ensuring that the new
government marketplace is a success as well as a place
small businesses can go to thrive and compete openly, fairly
and securely.
On a final note, NOPA wants to make sure you saw the
recent GSA release of its draft RFP. All the information can be
found here.
Paul Miller is director of advocacy and regulatory affairs for
NOPA. To learn more about the association and its current
government affairs programs, call (410) 931-8100 or email
info@iopfda.org.

Amazon II

The Emperor Has No Clothes!

At last year’s ABC event, Mike Tucker’s presentation shared statistics and methods
used by Amazon to achieve their amazing success in ecommerce as well as strategies
independent dealers could employ to protect their business. A year later we are happy to
report that businesses, large and small are having an impact and winning.
Amazon’s tactics are being exposed and successfully challenged on multiple fronts including:
Federal investigations into counterfeiting
Legal challenges for trade mark violations
l Class action lawsuits
l Anti-trust investigations
l Successful challenges to Amazon’s efforts to monopolize federal ecommerce
l

l

Join Mike Tucker at the SPR ABC show in San Diego on August
8th to be informed on these latest developments.
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SEEN AT

This June The Mart (formerly the Merchandise Mart) hosted
the a Who’s Who of the office furniture world as dealers,
vendors, designers and many more gathered in Chicago to
attend the 51st NeoCon gathering.
Show organizers reported a robust attendance over the
duration of the show and while numbers may have been
slightly down on last year’s record attendance, exhibitors
were quick to praise the quality of those visiting the show,
with a good number of high-level decision-makers seen
wandering the many floors of this sprawling trade event.
This year’s key trends saw a continued emphasis on health
and wellness issues with sit/stand solutions pretty much
standard in most display areas, while the move towards a
more residential design aesthetic for business environments,
or resi-mercial as some would have it, also remained strong.
Also following on from last year’s show was an understanding

of the need for privacy in existing open-plan offices with a
growing number of lines offering options for space division
and acoustic blocking.
Continuing that trend, there was an increasing focus on
ancillary and amenity spaces, the use of phone booth-like
structures to provide private areas, and outdoor-oriented
solutions. Storage was also something of a watchword as
the more fluid working environment has created the need
for personnel to keep their belongings at the office; as a
result lockers and other storage solutions appeared in many
display offices. Finally, the growing dependence on personal
electronic devices saw charging and power provision
becoming an increasingly hot topic.
With an event the size of NeoCon, it’s impossible to present
any kind of broad overview but here are some of the new
products that caught our eye at the Mart last month.

NeoCon’s Best in Competition was also a Gold Award winner in the Architectural Products
category and embodied one of core trends of the show, offering more private spaces
within a broader office setting. Obeya from Indiana-based OFS uses a rich wood finish
to bring its design together. OFS also picked up a Gold Award in the Acoustic Privacy &
Modular Solutions category for its LeanTo concept, which provides smaller nooks and
alcoves to create places for workers to escape and engage their creativity.
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Bringing home a Silver Award
in the Acoustic Privacy &
Modular Solutions category
was Framery 2Q from Framery.
This standalone meeting room
can accommodate four to
six people and has a sound
insulation system so meetings
won’t disturb rest of the office.
It is now available in three
different configurations: one
with a conference table, one
without and, new at NeoCon
this year, an option that
includes a custom-designed,
L-shaped sofa.

The Gold Award in the Case Goods
category and Silver in the Furniture
Systems & Enhancements
category went to the HALO Office
from HALCON, which aims to
deliver a high level of design
and longevity. Desk surfaces are
encircled by the so-called HALO
edge, to provide patent-pending
impact-resistance, meaning the
worksurface and its edge are
defended from impact damage.
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The HON Company debuted a new storage solution, working with
IDA Design. HON believes that Fuse offers sizes and options that
make more sense for what’s being stowed today, with larger sized
drawers, organizational accessories, flexibility to move and adjust with
height-adjustable worksurfaces with slim-sized versions for today’s office.

Cross
Benching
from Innovant
earned a
Gold Award in
the Benching
category. It
is designed
to merge sit/
stand desking
with personal
storage and
collaboration
spaces,
with all
cabling and
technology
management
concealed.
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New NeoCon tenants
Kwalu won a Gold
Award in Healthcare
Guest & Lounge Seating
for Prizzi. A patented,
steel-reinforced joint
system lies at the base
of the design, supporting
an upholstered back and
seat, with integrated seat
cushion (a concealed
clean out eliminates debris
build-up). Arms are one
piece and form the back
support, and optional front
casters are available with
side stretchers. The wall
saver back legs help keep
walls undamaged.

Ohio-based Waddell
Furniture showed two
additions to its Pallet
Display space division
solution this year.
Customers now have more
exciting ways to bring
function, collaboration, and
mobility to their spaces.
Pallet Wall gives the
look and feel of millwork
furniture by adding a
design element to a
space, while Pallet Mobile
adds industrial casters
and optional accessories
like a whiteboard to the
Wall concept. They are
available for customization
with two wood species
options, four stain finishes,
three laminate choices and
a multitude of accessories.
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Integra Seating introduced its new Pax Lounge Collection at this year’s NeoCon. Targeted at multiple
commercial environments, the collection consists of chairs, settees, sofas, tables and poufs. All
products coordinate seamlessly with each other and come with multiple options allowing designers
to create the precise look they need for their projects. Integra also introduced enhancements to its
Kallise and Coastal Collections.

Global Furniture Group launched its Drift seating line at NeoCon, offering lounge and side chair models with multiple
back heights and wood or polished chrome bases. Fully upholstered in either fabric, vinyl or leather, Drift side and lounge
chairs feature a soft seat with a contoured back and arms, while the lounge chairs offer a mid and high back option.
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In addition to an expansion of its Calibrate Series, Massachusetts-based AIS also launched its
Day-to-Day PowerBeam in Chicago this year. A simplified, highly-flexible spine-based power
and data distribution system, the product is designed to work in tandem with AIS’s Day-to-Day
Tables collection, PowerBeam can be planned with straight, 90, 120 and 180 degree stations,
maximizing space and offering “off the grid” options for users. PowerBeam is 2.5 inches wide
and 8 inches tall. Runs can be created up to 8 feet per every two leg supports.
Gold in the
Furniture Systems
& Enhancements
category was taken
by Watson Furniture
Group for its Cloud
9 Rail, a flexible,
modular system
that allows pods
to be mirrored,
daisy-chained,
flipped, rotated, and
repeated, to provide
the required level of
openness or privacy
around the office
space as a whole.
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By Michael Chazin

As sales of office products slow,
independents look for different
categories to grow sales. Coffee,
snacks and cleaning supplies
are just a few of the non-office
products items that dealers sell
today to enable them to grow
sales and market share.

Cover Story CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26
Dealers have almost always sold
other product categories in addition
to office supplies to help grow sales
and provide a one-stop shopping
experience for customers. Recently,
however, the move to broaden the
product mix has gathered momentum
as office supplies sales continue to
decline. Here’s a look at some of the
new categories independents are
adding.

Digital marketing drives jan/
san growth

When Phil Barnette joined EVOS Inc.,
Chandler, Arizona, some 16 months
ago janitorial sales were nothing to write
home about. “We were an office supply
company that dabbled in furniture and
jan/san,” says Barnette, vice president
sales and marketing. “One of my
focuses is to become more of a jan/
san and furniture house that dabbles
in office supplies.” Since he came
on board, Barnette reports, jan/san
and breakroom sales have increased
between seven and nine percent.
To generate jan/san sales, Barnette
has targeted every customer in the
dealership’s database with email
campaigns and did-you-know
campaigns to establish the janitorial
category. He relates a conversation he
had with one customer recently that
really summarizes the challenge of
growing sales in the category.
“That customer looked at us as an
office supply house and had no idea
that we sell all the different categories
that we do,” says Barnette. That could
be the biggest challenge that the
dealership faces; getting office supply
customers to understand that janitorial
supplies are also available. With that as
a backdrop, the marketing approach
comes down to the need to target
everybody.
For instance Barnette might pull a
list of customers who spent a certain
amount the previous month but didn’t
buy any janitorial items. Everybody
on that list is sent a coupon to buy
JULY 2019

janitorial product. “When your own
customers don’t even know you do this,
what about the new prospects you are
trying to reach in the Arizona market?”
says Barnette. Many have not heard of
EVOS; those who have identify it as an
office supply company.
Much of the janitorial offering is
sourced through wholesale. “Since
Essendant is our supplier of almost all
things, I rely on them heavily to bring
on new products and expand their
product line,” says Barnette. Much of
the janitorial inventory is items that are
not available through wholesale. For
example EVOS sells a towel and tissue
line that it purchases from a source in
California. “It is a proprietary product
that allows us to be somewhat different
in the market,” says Barnette.
When new janitorial sources are
being evaluated one criterion that is
always looked at is the availability of
digital marketing materials. “Every time
we meet with somebody offering to sell
us product not stocked by Essendant,
we ask them for digital marketing
materials,” says Barnette. Those digital
materials are turned over to an internal
team, which builds marketing pieces to
take to market.
The marketing effort at EVOS
concentrates on developing digital
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marketing pieces and campaigns for
janitorial supplies, and for the most
part is not challenged by product
knowledge details.
“Small to medium-sized customers
don’t have heavy demands for product
knowledge,” he says. “In many cases
customers are just looking for a
competitive price on roll towels or a
better price on tissues.” It is only when
larger customers are approached
that issues might arise that call for
specialized knowledge of cleaning
chemicals or similar product. “We’re
not there yet in terms of knowledge,”
he adds.
An additional challenge might be
acquiring that product knowledge.
“I spend way too much time chasing
suppliers, where suppliers should be
chasing me,” says Barnette. It appears
to be a symptom of the times. At the top
of the supply chain contacts are trying
to save their jobs with consolidations,
mergers and acquisitions taking place
as the backdrop. “So much energy
is being devoted to that aspect that
there’s not a lot of energy being spent
getting in front of customers,” he adds.
As far as sales training is concerned,
Barnette has used Essendant’s Jan/
San Boot Camp but the focus there,
his salespeople say, is more on
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product knowledge than on sales
techniques. Barnette relies on his own
past experience as a sales trainer to
provide his sales team with as much
training as possible.
The challenge remains to let the
customer base know all of the janitorial
products that EVOS can supply. “We
have to get that message out bigger,
faster and quicker,” says Barnette. “Get
the right message to the right person at
the right time.”

School sales drive growth

Six years ago, Findlay, Ohio-based
FriendsOffice seized the opportunity
to increase sales to the K-12 market.
Under the leadership of Nancy
Sarson, director of educational
sales, the dealership developed an
organized strategy to sell to schools.
A recognition that the school market
is very different from the everyday
commercial market led FriendsOffice
to create a strategic plan to sell into
school districts, which involves every
department in the organization.
“Learning to navigate through
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a school district can be quite a
challenge,” says Sarson. “There are
multiple decision makers, multiple
product categories and multiple
budgets.” Another difference is the
cyclical nature of school sales. The
sales cycle can be extremely long. The
school year typically begins on July 1
and as much as 75 percent of sales
takes place from May through August.
Often times, products are stocked in
June, delivered in July and payment
is received in September. Managing
purchasing and cash flow is critical
for success in the school market.
“Requests for quotes begin in January
for fulfillment between April and
August,” explains Sarson. “If you
miss this cycle, you may need to wait
another year for the next opportunity.”
Sarson conducts training for the
sales team, which focusses on the
school market. Topics include how
and why to sell to schools, who are
the school decision makers, how
schools are funded and product
training unique to the school market.
“The effort insures our account
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managers are well equipped to bring
value to their school districts,” say
Sarson. “Building relationship and
trust is critical. We want our account
managers to be the first person a
district thinks of when they need
something.”
The dealership’s marketing arm
equips its education specialists
with marketing materials unique to
the education market. The WRITE
(We Reward Innovative Teaching
Endeavors) grant program has
provided a way for FriendsOffice
to give back to local teachers. The
dealership also is active on social
media, where it provides educational
insights and product knowledge.
FriendsOffice hires summer help for
order fulfillment and seasonal delivery
drivers. Each department makes the
necessary changes to handle the
influx of school orders. Warehouse
operations install higher racking
systems to make more space available
and temporary warehouse space has
been found when needed. Purchasing
and data analytics insure stocking
levels are increased and work closely
with first-call wholesaler S.P. Richards
on anticipated stocking needs.
Keeping up with legislative activity
that impacts schools is also part of the
strategic plan. Attending meetings,
tracking legislative issues, grants
and system budgets are important to
understanding issues impacting the
school districts.
Over the past six years, those efforts
have paid off handsomely. “In that time
our school business has increased
700 percent and is on track to be
about 15 percent of total company
sales,” says Sarson. K-12 sales started
out selling mostly consumables.
However, the last few years have seen
an increase in classroom products,
furniture and custodial items. “It hasn’t
been easy and has taken several years
to develop but we are all committed,”
says Sarson. “We anticipate continued
growth over the next few years.”
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N AT I O N A L B U S I N ES S PRO D U C T S I N D U S T RY

Fighting cancer like
the common cold

UPCOMING EVENTS
AUGUST 7 to 9
S.P. Richards Co. ABC Conference
San Diego, California
AUGUST 12
Smead Manufacturing Golf Outing
Dakota Pines Golf Club - Hastings, Minnesota
AUGUST 14 to 15
Frey Gaede & Company Golf Outing
The Pete Dye Course at French Lick – French Lick,
Indiana
AUGUST 18 to 22
Bike for Hope Sponsored by Supplies Network,
HP, S.P. Richards Co., Dell, Brother and 3M
Hotel Domestique – Travelers Rest,
South Carolina
AUGUST 19
Fellowes Golf Outing
Ravinia Green Country Club – Riverwoods, Illinois

Imagine harnessing your own body’s immune system to treat cancer like the common cold.
City of Hope is a national leader in cancer immunotherapeutics and tumor immunology
research, with an infrastructure unmatched by any other biomedical institution in the
United States.
At City of Hope, immunotherapies such as T cell therapy, which uses specialized cells
produced by the immune system to target and kill cancer cells, and immune checkpoint
blockade, which enhances the immune system to attack and kill tumor cells, are actively
in use. These therapies are not only effective for patients with metastatic cancer but also
provide renewed hope to patients with advanced stage cancers.
For more than 30 years, the National Business Products Industry has supported City of Hope
in its mission to find the cures to cancer, diabetes and other life-threatening illnesses.
To date, you have helped raise more than $184 million which has helped more than
100 million patients around the world each year. Join us in 2019 for the “Science Creating
Hope” campaign honoring Brad Graves of 3M and help bring hope to those who need it most.

AUGUST 26
GOJO Golf Outing & Vendor Summit
Firestone Country Club, South Course –
Akron, Ohio
SEPTEMBER 9
Georgia Pacific Golf Outing & Vendor Summit
Atlanta Athletic Club – Atlanta, Georgia
SEPTEMBER 10
Quill Golf Outing & Vendor Summit
Royal Melbourne Country Club - Long Grove,
Illinois
SEPTEMBER 25 and 26
Annual Howard Wolf Golf Outing and 2019
NBPI Spirit of Life Gala Honoring Brad Graves
Cantigny Golf Club - Wheaton, Illinois and
Navy Pier - Chicago, Illinois

2019 Science Creating Hope campaign
honoring Brad Graves of
3M Stationery and Office Supplies Division

BRAD GRAVES
2019 Spirit of Life® Honoree
Vice President and
General Manager,
3M Stationery and Office
Supplies Division

For more information on City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry,
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.
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Coffee – everybody drinks
it; why not sell it?

For the last 15 years, expanding the
categories of products available to
his traditional office product customer
base has been a primary focus of Sid
Lerman, owner and president of The
Weeks Lerman Group in New York.
Coffee products and services proved
to be a critical vertical for Weeks
Lerman as it eventually helped expand
into a full breakroom offering and
catalog. Now coffee is paving the way
for a more significant janitorial supply
endeavor as well.
Fifteen years ago, K-cups were
only available through authorized
distributors, who enjoyed ready sales
to a captive audience according to
Lerman. Once the K-cup market opened
up, he made significant investments
in resources including hardware and
software, technicians and facilities to
compete for K-cup sales.
Additionally, Weeks Lerman brought
on salespeople with coffee sales
experience and eventually purchased
an existing coffee reseller. The
acquisition took in all assets, including
existing accounts, additional service
people and salespeople. These moves
positioned Weeks Lerman as a force
in the coffee business early on, and
the company has seen significant
sustained growth in the category since.
Initially, Lerman recruited a
well-established industry director
for the Coffee Service Division who
accompanied existing office products
salespeople when they went to cross sell
the coffee line. Reps with existing coffee
sales experience also worked with the
director and were given the opportunity to
introduce the full line of office supplies to
prospects. Only a handful of those coffee
sales reps survived the transition, though.
The existing OP sales force
benefitted the most with an additional
product category to sell. “We already
had business from our customers, why
not just sell them another product?”
asks Lerman.
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Fast forward to today and K-cups
have become a commodity and
dealers no longer enjoy the margins
that they once did. “Larger customers
focus on developing and keeping
talented personnel by providing more
sophisticated amenities,” says Edna
Fox, current director of coffee services
at Weeks Lerman. “This provides the
opportunity to get them talking and
thinking about moving up to more
sophisticated coffee systems.”
There are now many options other
than Kuerig, and The Weeks Lerman
Group has product and price points for
every office, according to Fox. Options
include single-cup systems from Mars’
Flavia and Nestle Professional’s Majesto,
their answer to a single-cup system,
which also makes espressos and
cappuccinos. Lavazza and Nespresso
coffee machines also are offered as are
Starbucks and other high-end brewers.
All the machines and almost all the
coffee is purchased direct.
Coffee is an item that appeals to
virtually every existing Weeks Lerman
customer. “When we do a whole office
with furniture, including the pantry, we
introduce our coffee service,” says
Fox. “It’s not unusual today for an RFP
for office supplies to include a section
covering office coffee service,” he goes
on to say.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

The Weeks Lerman message is clear
that office coffee goes along with a
one-stop shopping approach. “We
have a six-man service department and
they’re fully trained in all the brewers
and equipment that we have in the
field,” says Fox. “Our delivery service,
our order fill rate and our coffee service
make the experience seamless for our
customers.”

Selling retail supplies

Office Basics Inc., Boothwyn,
Pennsylvania, recently redesigned its
corporate logo, which had featured a
paper clip, as it felt the image was too
limiting. “People thought we just did
office products and that perception
needed to change,” says Norma
Anthony, director of marketing. The
change was to let customers and
potential prospects know that Office
Basics dealt in workplace solutions
and could provide anything that might
be needed.
“If we can source it, bring it into our
warehouse, pick it, pack it and deliver
it, then there’s really nothing we couldn’t
do—except if it needed to go into cold
storage,” says Anthony.
The Internet has changed how items
are currently sourced. “It’s not as scary
for an independent dealer to do that
anymore,” says Anthony. “These items
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The self-adhesive
magnetic clip
½ Holds notes, memos,
reminders, messages
½ For office, factory, warehouse
and home
½ Securely attaches onto smooth
surfaces such as cabinets,
fridges, office walls or glass
doors

Clip

Prevents the paper jungle

Rail
Perfect for posters

Roll
Made-to-measure
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might not be in our wheelhouse but
can we source them? If we can, let’s go
ahead and bid on that RFP.”
That was the approach that got
Office Basics into the retail supplies
business. The RFP started like any
other request for office products, with
paper, pens and file folders. But it also
included shopping bags and fastener
accessories. Anthony called on her
promotional products division to see if
it could source the bags in truckload
quantities. Then a source for the
fasteners was identified on the Internet.
The RFP required the source to stock
all these retail items, but that was not an
issue for Office Basics. There was room
in the distribution center. “If we needed
to add extra rows for some retail items
we could do that,” says Anthony. The
retail-oriented products could be
assigned SKU numbers and brought
into inventory. It didn’t take more than
that to get the business started.
Not every retail product was a
complete unknown; some were
available from the breakroom, janitorial
and office products vendors that Office
Basics already did business with. Still
others had to be custom made; but
that was not a big challenge. “It might
take a little extra work and a little extra
time, but if you are going to thrive and
grow in the independent market you
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have to challenge yourself every day,”
says Anthony.
Dealers need to venture outside their
comfort zone to truly find growth. “We
shouldn’t be afraid of going outside our
wheelhouse,” Anthony contends. “Let’s
be challenged by it.”

Every customer needs
breakroom products

When Shad and Laura Estes took over
their dealership almost six years ago,
one of their first efforts was to change
the name. “We went from Coastal Office
Products to Coastal Office Solutions,”
said Shad Estes, president of sales at
the Victoria, Texas-based dealership.
“We changed the name because
we do everything from office furniture,
janitorial and breakroom supplies to
window coverings and artwork,” said
Estes. “Whatever our customers need,
we do our best to get it. We like to
take care of our customers that way.”
Coastal wants to grab the title as an
office solutions company because, as
Estes suggests, no one knows what the
office supply business will look like in
five years.
The breakroom business at Coastal
has expanded to meet growing
customer needs. Some customers
were going to Sam’s Club to purchase
snacks and drinks for their business.
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Coastal stepped in and offered to
source those products for them. “When
these customers go to Sam’s Club,
we know they pick up other things as
well,” says Estes. “We want to be their
one-stop solutions provider.”
Coastal started to source breakroom
products more than 18 months ago,
and the breakroom business has grown
from there. The current breakroom
offering includes snacks, sodas and
coffee, as well as disposable paper and
plastic ware and utensils. Much of the
product offered is brought in through
the wholesale channel.
Estes says that breakroom sales
provide a ready opportunity to grow
sales volume and at the same time meet
a growing customer need. Even though
some of these products are available
from Internet sources, many customers
like the convenience of one-stop
shopping and prefer the free delivery
that is offered as part of the service.
Many buyers today share the common
experience of not being able to find
anyone who can answer a question.
That’s not the case with Coastal’s
customers, Estes reports proudly.
The Coastal staff has the experience
to provide customers with any help
they might need. Whether it involves
breakroom sales or any other area of
Coastal’s business, taking care of the
customer is a continuing theme. “If that
means running out to Sam’s Club to
pick up something for a customer, then
that’s what we do,” says Estes.
Going forward breakroom will
continue to be a growth area for
Coastal Office Solutions as customers
continue to inquire about the
dealership’s breakroom capabilities. “I
want to become a one-source supply
company for my customers because
I can’t just stay in office supplies and
office furniture,” he says. “I have to think
about what my company is going to
look like in three or five years.”
To prepare for that uncertain future,
Estes plans to roll out a new website
before the end of the year, which will
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feature enhanced online ordering.
That commitment is necessary to stay
relevant. ”We’ve got to stay on the
cutting edge of what is going to happen
within our industry so that we can
continue to survive,” says Estes. “It is a
different world, and it’s going to continue
to get different as we move forward.”

Playing it safe-ty

The safety category isn’t at the front
of every buyer’s mind and that is why
Twist Office Products, Wood Dale,
Illinois, works hard, especially during
June – National Safety Month, to bring
attention to the sales of safety products.
“During the first week of the month,
drivers passed out safety flyers along
with children’s yellow hard hats with
the Twist logo,” said Wendy Pike, Twist
president. For the full month, drivers
wore orange safety vests to reinforce
the dealership’s involvement in the
category.
Twist entered the safety category
about two years ago when S.P.
Richards introduced its safety catalog.
The dealership was already doing
business with property management
and construction companies and these
customers formed a ready market for
safety product sales.
It is not uncommon to receive a
request for product direct from a job
site. “They ask if we can provide safety
harnesses, glasses and ear plugs,” says
Chip Pike, vice president. Manufacturing
companies are another ready market
and these customers purchase ear
plugs, safety glasses and gloves. “It’s
a category that continues to add to
monthly profit dollars,” says Chip.
The Twist sales force has taken
to sales of safety products like
ducks to water. Many products are
self-explanatory but when there is an
issue that calls for specialist product
knowledge experts are readily
available, either from the wholesaler or
from safety product vendors.
The biggest challenge in the safety
category might be finding vendors.
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Wholesalers aren’t always competitive
on safety products pricing, and the
buying groups have yet to bring many
safety vendors onboard, says Wendy.
Twist is often left to its own devices to
find vendors and relies on Google or
asks prospects what products they’re
using and where they got them.
Safety products buyers tend to be
totally different from the buyer for other
categories. Finding that contact can
be a bigger challenge than learning
where to source safety products. Very
often the safety customer is already
doing business with Twist, and that
buyer can refer the salesperson to the
safety contact. “They already have the
relationship with Twist, so they have
the confidence that we can bring them
what they need when they need it,”
says Wendy.

Non-traditional customers
provide a growth market

Rocky Mountain Business Products,
Denver, opened the market to supply
marijuana dispensaries a decade ago
when the dealership printed up some
business cards for one of the first
dispensaries to open in Denver.
“Back in those days most people
didn’t know how to respond to
somebody in the marijuana industry,”
says Jay Tittman, owner and president.
A lot of dealers wouldn’t engage with
them based on the stigma associated
with the business. “There was also the
INDEPENDENT DEALER

issue of it still being illegal federally and
having strict banking regulations,” he
says. “All these things were confusing
to business people.”
Tittman took the position that these
were licensed businesses paying
taxes in Colorado and there was no
reason not to sell to them. “We sold
office products, janitorial supplies and
custom printing to the first dispensary
that opened and it just snowballed from
there,” said Tittman.
Since it first started in business
in 1977, Rocky Mountain Business
Products has sold point-of-sale
hardware to the retail and restaurant
industries. Dispensaries run like all other
businesses on software and hardware.
“That was part of our engagement that
we sold point-of-sale hardware and
equipment,” said Tittman.
The appeal to the cannabis
dispensaries takes in a variety of their
business needs. Rocky Mountain
Business Product provides hardware,
software and supplies; scales;
custom labels; competitively priced
office products; graphic design and
custom printing, and janitorial supplies
Promotional items typically include hats,
T-shirts, uniforms and stickers. “You’ll
also see imprinted lighters highlighted
on our website,” says Tittman.
Dispensary sales as a vertical has
grown to include sales to 34 states and
five countries. “We were involved with
the first medical marijuana businesses
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up in Canada and provided their
point-of-sale equipment,” says Tittman.
Rocky Mountain also worked with the
first Canadian growers and provided
hardware products and printer supplies.
A separate web domain has been
established as a marketing concept
to separate Seed to Sale Supplies
(https://seedtosalesupply.com/) from
Rocky Mountain Business Products. A
separate web site is almost a necessity;
not so much to distance the main
business but more to provide some
uniqueness to the support offered to the
cannabis industry.

Coffee can’t be digitized

About five years ago, Reuben Levy,
founder and president of Global Office
Solutions, Novi, Michigan, recognized
that declining sales of office supplies
threatened the life of his business.
“Margins were tightening and people
were simply going to be buying less,’
he says. The questions became what
product line could be easily brought
in without a lot of additional costs.
“It needed to be something that was
sticky, that couldn’t be digitized and
was profitable,” says Levy.
Coffee seemed to be the perfect
choice. It was the second most drunk
liquid in the U.S. after water and it
was the top visible benefit that HR
departments could provide. “Seven out
of ten businesses provide free coffee to
their employees as an HR benefit,” says
Levy. Although the coffee business
has started to consolidate somewhat
it remains fragmented with few major
national competitors.
To get an understanding of the
marketplace, Global Office Solutions
brought in four coffee service vendors.
“We had four different coffee suppliers
come in and they gave us collateral,
gave us pricing and we got some ideas
from them,” says Levy. At the start the
dealership aligned with BUNN and
offered batch brewing systems.
It was the BUNN representative
who planted the seed for how the
JULY 2019

coffee business would develop at
Global. According to Levy the Bunn
rep emphasized the need to offer
something truly distinctive. In response,
Levy went with a local roaster offering
a special coffee blend that appeals
to all coffee drinkers but especially
those aficionados who fully appreciate
specialty coffees.
The roaster Levy selected works
with beans hand-selected in Honduras
to develop a high-quality specialty
grade coffee. “We ended up with a
specialty-grade boutique coffee with
some very favorable pricing,” says
Levy. “Our roaster started out by taking
his coffee to some smaller bed and
breakfasts and boutique restaurants
and hotels and started growing as a
business. We are the beneficiaries of
his great roasted coffee!”
As the batch brewing systems
took hold and coffee became a more
important category, Levy learned about
a high-end bean-to-cup system that
was offered by the U.S. branch of a
Dutch company and manufactured in
nearby Taylor, Michigan.
A coffee prospect related how
another company location had a
machine that made espressos and
cappuccinos. Machines started at
$5,000. Levy hesitated at first but
research showed him how profitable
these machines could be.
Global Office Solutions provides the
machines for free but has customers
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sign agreements that all ancillary
products – coffee, cups, sweeteners,
creamers, etc. – will be purchased
from the dealership. To start machines
were put into companies with 100 to
150 people and that provided a large
enough user base to guarantee a
positive ROI. More recently, machines
have started to be placed in offices with
about 50 employees.
The cost, whether a customer pays a
rental fee or just pays for consumables,
amounts to one of the lowest-cost
employee benefits that any business
can offer. “Sometimes we don’t even
sell through purchasing but through
human resources instead,” says Levy.
One client that wanted a machine but
didn’t have enough volume to pay down
the cost is being charged a monthly
rental fee of $250. “They told me they
didn’t care,” says Levy. “They wanted
amazing coffee and all the options
for espressos, lattes, mochas and
cappuccinos.” There are only 20 people
in that office so the cost worked out to
roughly $150 a year per employee.
Another positive result of placing
these coffee machines is it tends to
open that customer to breakroom sales.
“You’re looking at on-demand water,
snacks and other breakroom products,”
says Levy. Next up, his roaster plans to
offer cold-brew coffee in 12 ounce cans
using the same specialty beans. That
offering will provide yet another coffee
product to sell.
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EASY AS ABC

Next month sees S.P. Richards’ annual
showcase as the wholesaler’s first-call
dealers and other business partners
gather for the 2019 Advantage
Business Conference (ABC).
This year’s ABC will take place
August 7-10 at the Marriott Marquis
San Diego Marina and will celebrate
the show’s 21st anniversary. To
celebrate this landmark occasion,
the final evening will see a party that
features an exciting journey through
the cities that have hosted the event

since 1999. The trip will begin in
sunny Florida crossing the country
to California with stops in New York,
Nashville, New Orleans, Washington
D.C., Las Vegas, Miami, San Francisco
and San Antonio.
There will of course also be a full
seminar program (full details below) on
Thursday and the Business Solutions
Expo that will take place in the San
Diego Convention Center next door
to the hotel on Friday. Also taking
place on Friday will be the now regular

presentation of the North American
Office Products Awards. The first
three awards will be announced
during the general session in the
morning, while during the Expo
attendees will have the opportunity to
vote on the coveted People’s Choice
Award and see what the judging panel
has chosen as the Product Innovation
of the Year, the results for both of
which will be announced during the
prize drawing that will take place at the
end of the Expo.

Keynote Speaker

His second book, Youtility: Why
Smart Marketing Is About Help Not
Hype, was number three on the New
York Times business best seller list,
and a runaway number one Amazon
best seller. Jay speaks numerous times
per year worldwide and shows how to
use technology as an unfair marketing
and customer service advantage. As
a result, audiences will rethink their
approach to marketing and customer
service, helping them gain more
customers and keep those they’ve
already earned.
Jay’s Convince & Convert blog
was named the world’s number one
content marketing blog by the Content
Marketing Institute and is visited by
more than 200,000 marketers each
month. Jay also hosts and produces
the Social Pros podcast, which is
downloaded 25,000 times monthly.

A fixture in social media, Jay draws
attention to interesting and useful
articles, videos, blog posts and events
via a following on Twitter, Facebook
and LinkedIn, which numbers more
than 100,000. He is also an active
venture capitalist and is an investor
or advisor to more than a dozen early
stage technology and social media
companies.
Convince & Convert is the fifth
multi-million dollar company Jay
has started from scratch. Before his
move into digital marketing in 1994 he
was a brand marketer and a political
consultant, with major roles in state,
federal and presidential electoral
campaigns. Befitting his roots in
Arizona, Jay is a tequila collector and
maintains his allegiance to the teams
of his alma mater, the University of
Arizona.

Jay Baer
Marketing and online customer
service expert

Jay spent 20 years in digital
marketing, consulting for more than
700 companies during that period,
including 30 of the FORTUNE 500.
His current firm, Convince & Convert,
provides social media and content
marketing advice and counsel to
leading companies such as Oracle,
Salesforce.com, California Tourism,
Billabong, Hardee’s, DOLE and more.
JULY 2019
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Here is the full agenda:

Dealer education

Arrivals

Krista Moore
Target audience: owners, sales leaders
There is an urgent need for companies to up-level their
sales leadership in order to innovate, create loyalty,
strategically compete and win new business against
disruptive competitors. Yet so often, small and midsize businesses lack the
resources or talent to lead their sales teams successfully.
There is no need to waste time on lofty theories, “corporate speak” or sales
hype. Join Krista Moore for this lively interactive session, and in 75 minutes, you
are guaranteed to get on your fast track to sales success.
Race to Amazing is an award-winning sales management book and a proven
system that has helped thousands of entrepreneurs like yourself gain clarity,
create winning strategies and effectively lead sales organizations.
Leave this session with practical, real-world tools that will help you generate
powerful sales results for your company.
Session 1: Thursday, 10:00-11:15am
Session 2: Thursday, 11:30am-12:45pm

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7
Airport shuttles available during
scheduled hours
7:00-9:00pm

Networking
Reception

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8
7:00-8:00am

Breakfast

8:15-9:45am

General Session
with Keynote
Speaker Jay Baer

10:00-11:15am

Seminar Session 1

11:30-12:45pm

Seminar Session 2

12:45-1:45pm

Lunch

2:00-3:15pm

Seminar Session 3

3:30-4:45pm

Seminar Session 4

Evening at leisure

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9
7:00-8:00am

Breakfast

8:15-9:15am

General Session
and NAOPA
Industry Awards

9:30am-3:30pm

Business Solutions
Expo at the San
Diego Convention
Center

11:30am-1:00pm Expo Lunch at
the San Diego
Convention Center
3:30-4:00pm

Prize Drawings at
the Expo

7:00-10:00pm

CELEBRATION!
Oh the places
we’ve been...

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10
Morning at leisure until departures
Departures
Airport shuttles available during
scheduled hours
Note: Schedule is subject to change
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Race to Amazing—Your Fast Track
to Sales Leadership

Dealer Panel: Marketing to the Workplace
of the Future

Moderated by Jennifer Schulman
Target audience: owners, sales and marketing leaders,
sales representatives
The workplace is evolving. Today’s office environment
requires more than just paper, pens and cubicles. The
office of today and the future requires a completely new way of thinking. It needs to
revolve around technology, productivity, safety, collaboration and creativity. With
that, independent dealers need to adapt not only their marketing strategies, but
also their brands, to better cater toward the needs of the workplace of the future.
In this open and dynamic panel, learn how and why several of your colleagues
adapted their brands, shifted their marketing focus and became Workplace
Solutions Providers—so much more than “just office supply” dealers. The panel,
as well as the moderator, will also share strategies on how to successfully market
your products, solutions and services to this new market. Learn where your
buyers are, the types of content they engage with and so much more!
Session 1: Thursday, 10:00-11:15am
Session 2: Thursday, 11:30am-12:45pm

Amazon Chapter II: The Emperor
Has No Clothes

Mike Tucker
Target audience: owners, sales and marketing leaders
Mike Tucker’s presentation is a follow-up to his
standing-room-only Amazon session last year in San
Antonio. Mike will review what has happened since then
with Amazon’s latest growth initiatives, including their HQ2 plans for Northern
Virginia. He will discuss some of the tactics that have led to astonishing growth—
Amazon flywheel, AWS, expansion into manufacturing, to name a few and, of
course, cover their exorbitant lobbying expenditures.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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More importantly, Mike will cover what is being
done to fight back and combat Amazon’s tactics.
The list is substantial and includes anti-trust
legislation, FTC investigation, lawsuits by major
manufacturers, anti-BDS legislation, tax legislation,
GSA section 846 and the failed AbilityOne pilot.
Cities, counties and school districts are saying
“NO!” to Amazon and Mike will share examples of
how independents are winning.
Session 1: Thursday, 10:00-11:15am
Session 4: Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm

Research Products
with MRL’s Virtual
Library & Unleash the
Show-and-Sell Power
of Virtual Layouts with
KITS Collaborator

Jodi Gaines

Jodi Gaines, Rob Kendal
and Jim Stelter
Target audience: owners,
sales leaders, sales
representatives
You can take your entire
specifications library with
Rob Kendal
you wherever you go with
MyResourceLibrary, the
most robust search engine
available for the furniture
market today. Search by
category, manufacturer or
product type and develop
Jim Stelter
project binders to save,
organize and share. Join us to learn how to utilize
MRL’s virtual library to select the right solution for
your customer.
Learn how to instantly collaborate with your client
by creating virtual layouts with the KITS Collaborator
XRPro. Access your favorite manufacturers and
build 3D furniture models until the customer sees
exactly what they want. Pre-configured typicals
can be changed to your customer’s liking. You can
take a picture of your customer’s workspace and
create a new layout in 3D on the spot to create a
compelling proposal with just one meeting.
Come learn how to utilize the KITS collaborator to
increase your furniture sales while shortening the
sales cycle. We will be demonstrating the resources
in real time so you can experience the benefits. You
will also take a walk through the new Lorell Virtual
Showroom and experience what it has to offer.
Session 1: Thursday, 10:00-11:15am
JULY 2019

Innovation, Technology, Resources:
Sales Weapons from the Furniture
Team at S.P. Richards Co.

Brittany Smith

Eddie Baird, Brian James, Brittany Smith
and Akia Stroud
Target audience: owners, sales leaders,
sales representatives
Closing a sale is a fight in which the person
with the best weapons wins. S.P. Richards is
sharpening its weapons to help you win the
day-to-day battles when selling furniture. Come
see what we have developed to help you with
your daily sales efforts: www.SPRFurniture.com
Akia Stroud
is a great new site with all things furniture in one
place and www.lorellfurniture.com showcases
a refresh of all things Lorell.
You’ll leave this session with knowledge
about how SPR can support your furniture sales
efforts.
Eddie
• Who should you contact at SPR with
Baird
questions pertaining to furniture?
• See the new Furniture 101 training program
• Peek into our new 500,000 square-foot
regional distribution center in Atlanta
• Learn about our Lorell Quick Ship Direct
Program and Global Sourcing Program
Brian
• See our streamlined and improved furniture
James
marketing program
• Hear about the direction of Lorell and learn about new products
• Visit our new 3,500 square-foot virtual Lorell showroom
Session 2: Thursday, 11:30am-12:45pm

The Leader’s Guide to Launching
and Sustaining a Successful
Inside Sales Program

Marisa Pensa
Target audience: sales leaders,
sales representatives
Marisa Pensa will prepare you with valuable
insight and practical steps for starting and/or sustaining a successful
inside sales program, including:
• Building the right ecosystem for inside sales to thrive
• Facility, technology and compensation dos and don’ts
• Unique steps in the process for interviewing inside sales pros
• Leading and training of an inside sales team
• Success over the long haul
• Good, better, best dealer-specific scenarios for starting and
growing inside teams
• Getting started and the most logical step for your dealership
Leaders sometimes unknowingly sabotage their own inside sales
efforts. They find the right people with the potential to do the job well,
then fail to provide the leadership and training that are critical for
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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helping great people become successful.
Whether you want to capitalize on the work your
current team is doing or start from scratch in creating
a dedicated inside sales team, this session will give
you valuable, practical advice so you can leverage the
telephone as a powerful sales tool.
Session 2: Thursday, 11:30am-12:45pm
Session 3: Thursday, 2:00-3:15pm

CampaignAdvantageOne:
Give Your Customers
Exactly What They Want,
When They Want It,
with Digital Analytics &
Personalized E-mails

• How targeted marketing has become an expectation
• How digital analytics and personalized emails work on this
platform
• The functionality of the program and how you can add your own
customizations
• Why you should participate and how your company will benefit
• Next steps to sign up for CampaignAdvanatgeOne
All of your major competitors are already analyzing their web
traffic and sending targeted marketing emails. Why aren’t you?
Session 3: Thursday, 2:00-3:15pm

What a Jan-San Expert Can Mean
to Your Dealership

Kelly Perez
Target audience: all
Research has shown that targeted, relevant online
marketing drives 18x more revenue than general
broadcast emails. In fact, consumers are now expecting
a high level of personalization with their online
marketing—even in the B2B space!
Join Kelly Perez to learn about S.P. Richards’ most
robust and sophisticated digital marketing platform,
CampaignAdvantageOne. During this session we will
discuss:

Nick
Lomax

Nick Lomax, Crystal Lewellen
and John Molidor
Target audience: owners, sales leaders
In a few short years, the IDC has moved
beyond merely a convenience source for
Facilities, Breakroom and Safety products
to a true destination. Now that the IDC has
evolved, the next step for those dealers
truly interested in taking their FBS sales to
the next level is identifying the right FBS
specialist to lead this next evolutionary step.
Crystal Lewellen
But questions remain. How do I find the
right FBS expert? How do I motivate veteran sellers to commit

MY DRINK
& ONLY
MY DRINK
The pure taste of FLAVIA®.

No one wants to share the taste of other people’s drinks at work. With
other single-serve brewers, all the drinks flow through the same funnel,
leaving sticky residue and used grinds that cross over to your drink.
So your drink can taste a bit ‘off’.
FLAVIA® brewers use a unique Freshpack system that brews your drink
direct from the pack straight into your cup. No taste transfer, no contact.
So you get a pure brew made just for you.

E
PURTE
TAS

VISIT US AT THE S.P. RICHARDS 2019 ADVANTAGE BUSINESS CONFERENCE BOOTH #119
While at Our Booth – Enter for a Chance to Win a Small Office Brewer with Drinks!
© 2019 Lavazza Professional North America, LLC and its Affiliates
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to this category? What tools does
SPR offer to assist our dealership in
maximizing our opportunities? How do
I compensate a specialist and how do I
know that I can afford one?
SPR’s FBS team will lead this
John
Molidor
informative session, offering specific
insight in further developing category growth and the value
and return on investment that a specialist would bring to your
dealership
Session 3: Thursday, 2:00-3:15pm
Session 4: Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm

How to Win New Business the
Easy Way

Barry Wright
Target audience: sales leaders, sales
representatives
Building your book of business has
never been more challenging. Buyers
with extensive information at their fingertips, prospects
harder to reach than ever before, commoditization—what’s a
seller to do? The good news is there is hope. Barry Wright will
show you a process to win new profitable business.
In this fast-paced, highly engaging workshop, Barry will
show you secrets, tools and proven techniques to find new
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“prospects in the rough,” and quickly turn them into your
customers. If you are in sales, you can’t afford to miss this
session. You will leave with an action plan to not only go
back and make it happen in your territory, but with a true
accountability to stay on the rails and grow your business.
Session 3: Thursday, 2:00-3:15pm
Session 4: Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm

Now What?

Rufus Stephens
Target audience: all
Not spending time chasing your
passions? Worried if you have outlived
your possibilities? Feeling anxious
about change in your life? Fighting with
your hard-headed history? Maybe wondering... now what?
Celebrated motivational speaker, Rufus Stephens, will
show you how to embrace the awesome gift of life and take
an empowering look at how you’re living it. Prepare yourself
for a most exciting presentation that will have you clearly and
emphatically answering the question, “Now what?”
Rufus Stephens and Now What? is sponsored by Office
Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL), though this is
definitely NOT a program exclusively for women. Everyone
will benefit from this powerful and energizing session
Session 4: Thursday, 3:30-4:45 PM
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‘BOOK’ MORE
OFFICE MOVES

Follow Real Estate Brokers’
Marketing Techniques
By Ed Katz

How many times have you heard
radio ads that offer free seminars
on flipping houses? They all sound
something like this:
“If you’ve ever thought of flipping
houses but didn’t know how, come
to our free two-hour luncheon
workshop where you’ll learn how
to buy, finance, repair and flip
houses.”
These seminars are commercials
disguised as news that pretend to
be objective and informative but are,
instead, slick sales presentations.
Many of their attendees ultimately
buy the presenters’ services,
software or products.
When I owned my moving
company in Atlanta, we used a
similar approach to promote our
office moving services to companies
that were planning to move. Twice a
year, we offered luncheon seminars
that featured four speakers; each
covered one of four topics:
• How to purchase the best phone
equipment.
• How to negotiate the best real
estate lease.
• How to select the best contractor
to build your office space.
• How to hire the best office mover.
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Here’s how we did it.

Invitee list: Working off our
Wendover’s Office Relocation leads
list of companies that were moving, we
invited several prospects.
Event pricing: While we printed a $35
price on the tickets to create value for
attendees, they were never actually
charged for the event. In addition,
we gave each speaker unlimited free
tickets to boost attendance even
further.
Venue: A local office furniture
dealer paid for the box lunches and
provided their conference room for
the workshop. Since the conference
room was in the back of their building,
the attendees had to walk through
their beautiful showroom to get to the
luncheon. Instead of presenting, the
dealer had several of his sales people
sit among the attendees. Before and
after each presenter, we thanked the
dealer for providing the venue and
delicious meals. (This, of course,
should be you!)
Workshop content: Each presenter
limited his (or her) presentation to
exactly 15 minutes, allowing for five
minutes of questions and answers
afterward. Speakers were not
permitted to blatantly promote their
own product or service. Instead, each
gave factual, substantive information.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Our goal was to subliminally show that
their companies were indeed the best
service providers. After the first two
presenters, attendees enjoyed their
gourmet lunch inside the conference
room and then followed with the other
two speakers. The last one to speak
was our “office moving expert”—me.
I presented the best methods for
selecting an office mover in order to
have a great move. Where the other
service provider speakers were dry
and boring, I teased my audience and
had fun at their expense—they loved it!

My speech

I started my presentation by saying
to the group, “I sent all of you some
material to read last week, and now I’d
like to give you a pop quiz.” Of course, I
hadn’t sent them anything beforehand,
but it really got their attention. I handed
them the following pop quiz and told
them they had 5 minutes to answer the
questions. 15 seconds later, I yelled,
“Time’s up,” and then read each
question aloud and gave them the
reason the answer was false. (Only the
last question’s answer was true.) The
audience loved it—they laughed, had
fun and got a lot of good information
from my silly presentation.
Here’s the quiz I handed out
(feel free to steal it!)
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Pop Quiz

Please answer each question with
“True” or “False”
1. The best way to find a mover is
to search the Internet. (False: There
is often little relationship between
the size, content or placement of a
mover’s website and the service they
render.)
2. The best way to evaluate office
movers is to have them furnish you
with at least three references. (False:
References are worthless—no mover
is going to give you the name of a
company that’s going to badmouth
him. Instead, ask for a list of the very
last five companies he moved, with
contacts and phone numbers. Call
those companies and ask:
• When did your move occur? Hint—If
the move took place more than two
weeks ago, be suspicious of the list.
• Did your mover protect your
furniture, computers and office from
being damaged?
• Did your mover minimize your
disruption and downtime?
• Did your mover complete your job
on time for the price quoted?)
3. It doesn’t really matter whom
you hire so long as you get full
value insurance to cover all claims.
(False: Movers have up to 90 days
to settle a claim; most insurance has
a deductible and insurance does
not cover the replacement of your
software or the time it takes to load it
onto your computer. And some of your
files and data might be incompatible
with a newer operating system that
comes with a new computer.)
4. The best moving container is a
cardboard box. (False: the best
container is the plastic crate—they’re
easier and safer to load, hold a lot more
contents, prevent crushing damage,
and if they are stacked four high, can
reduce contents volume by 20%.)
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5. To lock in a maximum price, it is best
to get a guaranteed “not-to-exceed”
price (not an estimate) on the move.
(False: A guaranteed not-to-exceed
price is really a guaranteed price
because the mover has no incentive
to finish the job in less time for less
money. A better guarantee would be
a guarantee with a split dollar or just a
time-and-material estimate to ensure that
you’re 100% ready to open for business
the next working day. Most guaranteed
prices are exceeded by change orders
when the mover is asked to rearrange
the furniture after it’s placed.)

pass through it to enter the room.)
8. The best way to move computers is
to carefully “blanket-wrap” them with
furniture pads. (False: All monitors,
printers and CPU’s should be wrapped
with at least two layers of anti-static
bubble wrap-type protection. Pads
prevent scratches but don’t act like
shock absorbers the way bubble wrap
does. We demonstrated the difference
by having a volunteer assist me while
I slapped “her” wrist with a sample
furniture pad and then a sample of
our anti-static bubble wrap stuffed
Comp-U-Wrap.)

6. So long as your mover is “bonded”
you don’t need to worry about theft.
(False: Bonding has nothing to do with
protecting you, the customer. If there
is an arrest and a conviction as a result
of a theft by a mover, the bonding
company reimburses the mover.
Bonding insurance protects the mover,
not the customer.)

9. The best way to secure computers
on the truck is to tuck them securely
in between the load. (False: They
should be transported in a customized
SpeedPak or similar type of container
after being wrapped with anti-static
bubble wrap protection.)

7. The only way to protect your facility
from being damaged during a move
is to make sure that the movers are
careful. (False: Unless your mover uses
floor, wall, elevator and door protection,
you’re probably going to have damage.
Because furniture is large, bulky and
heavy, it often touches and damages
real property. Prior to the beginning of
the move, your mover should attach
Mat-A-Doors to the double doors
leading into your reception room; set up
clean Coroflex wall protection and install
Polynite floor protection.) (By the way,
before our prospects arrived for the
luncheon, I attached Mat-A-Doors to the
conference room doors, set up Coroflex
along the walls, and installed several
sheets of Polynite on the carpet. It was a
real attention grabber when they had to

10. This is the most fun that you’ve
had all day. (True: No explanation
necessary)
Scoring
8 to 10 Correct Answers: Outstanding
6 to 7 Correct Answers: Excellent
4 to 5 Correct Answers: Good
0 to 3 Correct Answers Better cancel
your move or move yourself
Results: We participated in several of
these workshops and typically got at
least half of the attendees’ moves. On
one occasion, we “booked” the giant
Atlanta headquarters move for AGCO
(the merger between Massey Ferguson
and Allis Chambers’ tractor).
As I have said before, the key to
success isn’t always just a good
economy. The key is being open to new
ideas and business opportunities and
being willing to act on them.

Ed Katz is the president of the International Office Moving Institute (IOMI) based in
Madison, MS. IOMI provides online office moving training to movers and furniture
dealers. He can be reached at edkatz@officemoves.com, 404-358-2172. His
website is www.officemoves.com
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product samples, demo site set
up, etc.? Utilize your resources and
make sure you have prepared well to
advance the sale.

STAY ON TRACK
EVERY WEEK

By Marisa Pensa

On Independence Day each year, we
celebrate our liberties and freedoms
and honor those who continue to
preserve those founding principles. We
often shoot off fireworks, have parades
and display the power of our military’s
branches with fly-overs. On an
everyday basis the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard
prioritize, plan for roadblocks and
adapt to stay on track. Collaboration is
key for those who guard our land, air
and sea.
There is no shortage of
military-themed books and movies
where we as leaders and sales
professionals can learn key lessons.
We also need to prioritize, anticipate
roadblocks, adapt to the market and
collaborate. Far too often in sales we
go at it solo. Strategizing with others
can get buried in the endless list of
to-dos.
But as we know, the best strategy
wins. Here are five points to help you
and your team fight hard and stay on
track:

1.Top Five

Pipelines get stagnant. It happens.
Before you know it you are looking
at the same list of prospects and
customers to grow every single week.
One of the best ways to break out
of that rut is to list your “Top Five”
that have the greatest chance for
movement that week. Your goal is
to not repeat your prospects each
week unless that prospect has had
JULY 2019

movement! Do this every week and you
will have a pipeline flowing with new
opportunities that doesn’t get stale.

2.Roadblocks

Each week determine the expected
roadblocks for your Top Five. Jot down
the possible issues that come to mind
and how you’ll respond so that you
are not caught by surprise. Possible
roadblocks may be budget (especially
for furniture opportunities), competitive
pressures, negative website feedback,
etc. If you can’t think of a roadblock,
ask yourself, “Why won’t this happen?”
This will jog your thinking to help you be
more proactive than reactive.

3.Advance with an NST

An NST is a Next Set Time. How
many people have your name on
their calendars with a scheduled
appointment within the next two weeks?
Interest is gauged by action. That action
can be agreeing to talk/meet with you
and it’s on your calendar and theirs. If
they won’t agree to a next step, what
makes you think they’ll order from you or
expand what they buy from you?

4.Collaborate

Collaborating includes both evaluating
people that can help and determining
the collateral you may need to
advance the sale. Are there people
in your organization who are able to
help you strategize and brainstorm
roadblocks and solutions? What about
the collateral you may need—catalogs,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

5.KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators)

Almost every dealer measures some
form of KPIs. (If you are not, let us know
and we can help!) As you evaluate
your KPIs, here are five questions
to ask to evaluate how much of your
activity is proactive vs. reactive:
1. What percentage of time are you
spending maintaining existing
accounts?
2. What percentage of time are
you spending selling to existing
accounts?
3. What percentage of time are you
spending firefighting (saving
accounts)?
4. What percentage of time are you
spending on prospecting for new
business…either within existing
accounts or for brand-new business?
5. As a result, how many appointments
did you set this week for going after
new business?
The U.S. military is constantly finding
new ways and new avenues to stay
on track and remain number one in
the world. We all need to reinvent
ourselves as well by conducting a
brutally honest reality check every
week. Always seek ways to gain new
customers and sell more products to
existing customers.
Use both the five points and the five
questions provided to analyze your
business and you will be well on your
way to staying on track to meet and
exceed your goals!
Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods
in Motion, a sales training company
that helps dealers execute training
concepts and create accountability
to see both inside and outside
sales initiatives through to success.
For more information, visit www.
methodsnmotion.com
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The Only In-depth Sales and Operations

OFFICE MOVING TRAINING
(Marketing, Estimating, Sales, Customer Service, and Operations)

INSTITUTE IN THE WORLD
Now online and affordable to everyone

WWW.OFFICEMOVES.COM
Join Methods in Motion at the S.P. Richards ABC
The Leader’s Guide to Launching and Sustaining
a Successful Inside Sales Program
A Session for Leaders Serious About Inside Sales
Leaders sometimes unknowingly sabotage their own inside sales efforts. This
session at the ABC will help you avoid common pitfalls. You will gain valuable,
practical advice to help you capitalize on your current inside sales team. If you
don’t have a dedicated inside team yet, you will walk away with specific action
items to take for starting up a brand new inside sales initiative.
SESSION TOPICS:
• Good, better, best dealer specific scenarios
• Facility and must-have technology
recommendations
• Key steps in the sales process
www.methodsnmotion.com
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• Compensation do’s and don’ts
• Essential steps in the recruiting
and interviewing process
• Success over the long haul

678-574-6072
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August 8, 2019
San Diego, CA

/methodsnmotion
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time. What separates truly successful
companies—and truly good customer
relationships—is the ability to recover
from screw-ups. If you handle the
customer correctly when he’s angry
and dissatisfied, you can actually
lay the groundwork for a stronger
relationship than you had before.
Here are the five keys to a successful
recovery:

THE ART OF THE

RECOVERY
By Troy Harrison

How strong are your customer
relationships? If you’re like most
business owners, your immediate
response is to say, “We have GREAT
customer relationships! Our customers
love us and truly value our services.”
Do they? Before we dive into the meat
of this article, let’s first look at the three
levels of customer relationships:

don’t really know why and they don’t
understand much about your company
but when they need what you sell, it’s
your business card they pull out. The
commonality between the Occasional
and Habitual Buyers is that one mistake
can cost you their business. Again, you
don’t really have a “relationship” with
them.

Level One—The Occasional Buyer:
The Occasional Buyer doesn’t have a
“relationship” with you. Every purchase
is a new buying process and if you offer
the best value on that particular buying
process, you get the business. If not,
your competitors do. And if you make a
mistake servicing them, it will be a good
long while before you get another shot.

Level Three— The Loyal Customer:
The Loyal Customer also buys pretty
much everything from you but they
know why. They can articulate your
value nearly as well as you can and
are happy to evangelize for you to their
counterparts. Here’s the key difference
between the other two levels and this
one—your relationship with them can
survive occasional mistakes.
We all make mistakes. Every
salesperson, every company, every
service department, every production
plant, you and I all mess up from time to

Level Two—The Habitual Buyer:
The Habitual Buyer buys pretty much
everything from you, because they
buy from you. In other words, they
JULY 2019
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1. Understand. When a customer
calls in and something is going wrong,
there’s a great chance that they will
be on their worst behavior. You have
to allow for that. Some of what the
customer says will be substantive and
relate directly to the problem at hand
and some of it is simply venting. The
best strategy is to let the customer
vent while picking through the words
to find the root of the problem. While
you’re at it, show understanding for
how this failure on your company’s
part has affected the customer
personally. Say you’re sorry—and
really mean it.
2. Fall on your sword. When
something goes wrong, it’s a natural
impulse to look for someone to blame.
It’s even more natural to look for
someone ELSE to blame. If you want
to really compound your customer’s
dissatisfaction, blame “that darned
service department” or “the people
in the warehouse.” Guess what? Your
customer is upset at ABC Company
and doesn’t give the slightest rip which
department is messing with his world.
He just knows that he cuts the checks
to ABC Company and expects ABC
Company to fix it. And, at the moment,
YOU are ABC Company. Forget
throwing someone else under the bus
and get busy fixing the problem.
3. Find some solutions, fast. Usually,
you can find or devise a solution to
the problem fairly quickly. Sometimes,
however, you must rely on people
outside your company (for instance, if
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you have to talk to your wholesaler or a
manufacturer). Don’t be afraid to be the
squeaky wheel that needs the grease if
you’re in that situation. Your customer is
counting on you. Most importantly, do
not leave your customer hanging. What
your customer wants most from you is
comfort—comfort that their problem
is in good hands with someone who
cares. Forget to follow up and keep
your customer in the loop and they will
think you don’t care. When in doubt,
follow up—even if it’s to tell them you
don’t have an answer yet.
4. Follow Up. Too many salespeople
think the problem is “solved” when
the salesperson says it’s solved.
Nonsense. The problem is solved when
the CUSTOMER says it’s solved, and
not until then. Follow up and confirm
their satisfaction, the same way you
confirm that an objection is handled
when you’re selling the business.

5. Make It Up To Them. Truly
successful recovery involves a token of
appreciation. Your customer needs to
know and remember that they weren’t
a hassle to you; that you are truly sorry
that the problem happened, and that
you’re determined to make it right with
them. Small tokens of appreciation go a
long way here. Gift cards, hats or other
sincere and valued gifts will remind the
customer that you value the relationship.
Recovering from adversity in sales
is as much about being willing to
recognize the adversity as it is working
to fix it. Too many salespeople avoid

problems and end up left with angry,
upset customers. Do it right and
you might be able to strengthen the
relationship. Do it wrong and you’re
easy prey for your competitors.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like
You Mean It!” and “The Pocket Sales
Manager” and a speaker, consultant,
and sales navigator who helps
companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule a
free 45-minute Sales Strategy Review,
call 913-645-3603 or e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com.

SAVE
THE
DATE

all female
industry leaders
welcome
VISIT US AT
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NOT A SUBSCRIBER?
Sign Up Now
NOT AN ADVERTISER?
Start Next Month
GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA?
We Want To Hear About It.
Call Rowan
703-531-8507
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